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Purpose 

Recommender systems are software applications that help a user in finding content that matches her preferences. This 

study focuses on the widely applied matrix factorization algorithm in movie recommenders (Koren, Bell, & Volinsky, 

2009). This algorithm calculates predictions using methods similar to principal components analysis and singular value 

decomposition, in which the items and users are positioned in a multidimensional space such that the positions can be 

used to calculate the predicted ratings. Supposedly the dimensions (called latent features) describing this space 

represent properties of the movies and users. A movie vector describes to what extent a movie has certain attributes, 

while a user vector describes how important a user deems the corresponding attributes. This resulting space bears 

similarity to paradigms in the field of decision making used to describe preferences like multi attribute utility theory 

(MAUT).  

Understanding how these algorithms model preferences may provide insights in how preferences exist and function in 

the human mind. A restriction in gaining this insight is the lack of semantic meaning of the dimensions in the modeled 

space. So while they do a good job in predicting preferences, it is unclear what they represent. This study tries to find 

the meaning of these dimensions.  

Approach 

The starting point of this study will be a 5 dimensional model space, based on the 10M MovieLens dataset1 and a matrix 

factorization algorithm. From this model space a number of clusters will be calculated and from each cluster 3 movies 

will be selected (see Figure 1). The first step is to see whether or not people can recreate these clusters, which is 

checked via an online card sorting task. The second step applies multidimensional scaling to the result of the card sorting 

task (Cox & Cox, 2000, Lawless, Sheng, & Knoops, 1995). This multidimensional scaling should recreate the model space, 

but with added semantics as we ask users to tag the clusters they created. These tags can subsequently be plotted in the 

same multidimensional space, and allow us to add semantics to these dimensions (Shepard, 1980). 

Understanding these dimensions can aid in creating novel user interfaces, overcoming the notorious cold start problem 

and making it possible to address temporary influences on preference, like different moods or a different audience in 

which the movie will be watched. Apart from that, it will provide insight in the mental organization of movie 

preferences, as these dimensions are the optimal way to predict these preferences.  
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